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PENTEST - DOUBLE BLIND AND VULNERABILITY

Abstract:-This article deals with information security, essential for proper operation of any computer 
system criteria, such as confidentiality, security and availability must be prioritized in any IT system. 
And it has a literature approach to information security, and then is treated on the types of pentest, some 
methods footprint and fingerprint. Then we present the techniques used primarily for intrusion servers. 
Therefore, it is necessary to perform tests to diagnose possible vulnerabilities and fix them before 
someone malicious explore it. The gathering of information, knowledge of the environment and 
familiarity with the techniques used in pentest are paramount, because from then, the chances of success 
are higher. The tools (software) for pentest will be the basis for the test to be applied in a practical and 
results in success. The Pentest is done to find a vulnerability or gap in the system and find out as much as 
possible vulnerability to invasion and other types of attacks such as session hijacking, buffer overflow, 
pichamento and so on. Therefore, the research is important, since the topic provides reflections on the 
prevention of simulations of the possibilities of performing virtual crimes.

Keywords:Pentest. Vulnerability. Virtual crime. Forensic analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION

From the development of technology in recent years, the man has become increasingly dependent on it for common 
activities such as: buy, sell, pay bills etc.. And using the internet as the media often presents virtual crimes occur, which, unlike 
crimes of material scenario, the virtual environment in the evidence are not palpable, as they do not always stay in place so they 
can be analyzed. They can be erased with ease and just with the fact off an outfit some are already erased as Eleuterio and 
Machado (2010).

Thus, computerized testing environments require that they be not vulnerable to invasions and their systems work 
more safely. Thus, the Pentest - Double Blind - is a methodology used to test the vulnerability of an IT system.

The test is performed from the hiring company interested to, from then verify the security of your system, and if not 
discover existing vulnerability or vulnerabilities. This article starts with a literature survey on information security, then are 
treated on the types of pentest, some methods footprint and fingerprint. Then some techniques used primarily for the intrusion 
of servers are presented.

2. INFORMATION SECURITY

With the development of computer technology, the use of computers today is very common the use of web systems for 
Internet shopping, home banking, electronic documentation and others. As Eleuterio and Machado (2010), "Just like any other 
field of study, technological innovation brings a lot of benefits to people and the wider community. However, with the 
advantages, it also brings the possibility of realization of new illegal and criminal practices."

As the online Webster's Dictionary (2013) online the security word means," sf Action or effect to hold. / Situation that 
is safe; removal of all danger: travel safely. / Certainty, confidence, firmness: spoke safely. / Guarantee deposit: a mortgage is a 
real security, the security personal security. [ .. ] ". This concept should be applied to any service information for both a provider 
of internet services such as the Home Banking, which a user uses to make a transfer. Therefore, the Information Security aims 
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precisely to protect the information are the main assets of an organization or individual, as Abreu and Fernandes (2012), 
namely, "The benefits of information security are prevention of financial loss to the organization may have in the event of 
information security incidents . The organization can also shake your picture lawsuits or suffer the losses that can cause your 
systems to their customers”. 

In addition, the criteria for maintaining the security of the enterprise or service information, to obtain the image of a 
safe company, should be analyzed according to the requirements of the standard ISO 27001 which defines some criteria for 
information security, among some of which are described below: Asset: anything that has value to the organization; 
Availability: the property of being accessible and usable upon demand by an authorized entity; Confidentiality: property that 
information is not available or disclosed to individuals, entities or unauthorized processes; information Security: preservation 
of confidentiality, integrity and availability of information; addition, other properties such as authenticity, accountability, non-
repudiation and reliability can also be involved and incident information security, namely a simple or a series of security events 
of unwanted or unexpected information, which have a high probability of compromising business operations and threatening 
information security .

The amount of digital crime is rife nowadays as Abreu and Fernandes (2012), “Every day we hear news of digital 
fraud losses of customer data, network intrusion sensitive information and systems for organizations that translate into losses 
of millions and millions of real. " And in Brazil the number of banking fraud and invasion of computers have greatly increased 
in recent years, as Abreu and Fernandes (2012 ) , or, "According to a study by the Internet Steering Committee in Brazil (see 
www.cert.br ), Brazil is one of the largest emitters of spam and phishing, and fraud of this type have increased significantly. " 
and based on the above information, is a priority among professional information system implementation mechanism that 
eliminates the possibilities of implementation of these virtual crimes . Good practices are deployed from an antivirus program 
that installs itself without much difficulty to a complex firewall and IDS rules - system intrusion detection.

Among the practices used to prevent the Pentest systems - Penetration testing is a process of detailed analysis of the 
security level: system, network, servers, etc., using the prospect of an offender. Being a realistic test of the level of security of 
the infrastructure and the information that they hold, these technical and conceptual vulnerabilities of target infrastructure are 
tested.

As Giaviroto and Santos (2013):

"Defined as Penetration testing, it is a method to test and find vulnerabilities on a network or operating systems. At this 
stage, are analyzed and explored all the possibilities of vulnerabilities. Pentest inserts methods of safety evaluation in a 
computer system or network by applying simulations of attacks like a malicious stranger in order to compromise a system. 
Such Pentest allows you to check the actual structure of the system, which is searched in all areas related to the security 
structure."

Thus, the main goal is to simulate the Pentest controlled way a real attack that is usually run by criminals. Based on 
this test it is possible to have full knowledge of what could happen if this attack was executed by a malicious person, thus 
ensuring the possibility of a prevention strategy.

2.1 – Types Pentest

The types of pentest define how the test will run as Giaviroto and Santos (2013) describe the following types:

(a)Blind: In this procedure, the auditor has no target information system that will attack.
(b)Double Blind: In this procedure, the auditor also has no target information system that will attack. The target system does not 
know who will be attacked, and the pentest that will be applied by the auditor in the structure of the target system analyzed.
(c)Gray Box: In this procedure, the auditor has a partial knowledge of the target system that you have information that will be 
attacked, and the tests to be applied by the auditor.
(d)Double Gray Box: In this procedure, the auditor has partial knowledge of the target system, and has information that will be 
attacked, but was not aware of tests that will be used to scan in order to obtain specific information.
(e)Tandem: in this procedure, the auditor has full knowledge about the target system to be analyzed and is aware that he will be 
attacked and what procedures to be adopted for achieving these attacks.
(f) Reversal: In this procedure, the auditor has full knowledge about the target system to be analyzed, but he has no conscience 
to be attacked, as well as the procedures to be adopted while conducting the attacks.

For this work will be used as the base Double Blind method, which is most similar realized with the occurrence of an 
attack, as the target does not know who will be attacked inhibits the ability of system administrators to apply patches to fix 
patches Securities and update services, in order to prepare for an attack.

However, the attacker must gather information about the target and does not know when the attack will take place and 
even what kind will be made. So, how is the model adopted for pentest will be crucial to describe the existing safety level on the 
target system.

Pentest - Double Blind And Vulnerability
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2.2 Survey information about the target to be tested (Footprint)

The first phase of intrusion test is part of the collection of the information of the target to be attacked, according 
Giaviroto and Santos (2013), "At this stage, nothing can be ruled out. We apply 90% of our work. The more information related 
to our goal, the greater likelihood of access to our audited system. “

To Giaviroto and Santos (2013) the footprint is:

“recognition (or footprinting) is the methodology used to obtain information about a given subject or company. The 
recognition technique comes from military tactics in which the land is strategically studied before it is attacked by recognizing 
the attacker can equip of important information related to the target and thus minimize doubts.”

To achieve the proposed objective is necessary, in most cases, use of all available resources and, in the case of gathering 
information, it is important to describe some of the techniques and methodologies used for more footprint.

2.3 Google Hacking

In research it is evident that one of the tools most used by Internet search site is the "Google", both the speed of 
response and quantity of results. According to Carmona (2004 ), Google is a powerful search engine on the Internet that 
provides fast and easy access to any type of information available in Large Network in any corner of the world.

Being easy to use and rewarding giving research results are not difficult to imagine that the same tool could be used by 
people interested in acquiring information for invasion or strokes and so on. And also for administrators and TI professionals. 
The second Google Carmona (2004) is essentially a search engine for words and links all over the Internet, using various 
filtering capabilities and cataloging results. The most common term found in the document when it comes to using this to hack 
something is "Google hacking" which according to Wikipedia Google Hacking is the activity of using the site search 
capabilities, aiming to attack or better protect information of a company as this information is available on the web servers of 
the company will probably be in the databases of Google.

Google has several possible being used for a pentest and exactly why it is considered the best tool for hackers 
resources, as it allows access to all kinds of information one wants. Using as an example, the use of "cache" Google, where it 
stores older versions of every site that was once indexed by their robots, and possible future research as an image below 
showing a simple survey of the FAAR the site, which is fetched pages cached, conforms presented in Figure 01.

Figure 01 - Results of the query cache.

Source by: Grachet (2013).

As shown in Figure 01 , this feature allows access to pages that have already been taken from the air, provided that the 
database Google . Imagine that at some point in the history of an organization's site, a more sensitive information was available 
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on the web. After a while, the programmer having been alerted that information removed from the site. However, if the page on 
the site has already been indexed by Google, it is possible that it has been altered or removed, can still access it using the feature 
"cache" Google.

This is just a simple Google feature that can be very useful when it comes to information gathering, but still have many 
more that can be more important than others see this sample code to the search filter: ( a) Filetype: type ( type is the type of file 
can be avi, doc, xls, mdb, jpg and etc.), eg pentest filetype: pdf, the search will be performed in order to find pdf files;

Figure 02 - Results of query using the site Google Hacking.

Source by: Grachet (2013).

resume+socialsecurity+id+name –> we already have a lot of information of this person; (c) site:gov.br ext:sql -> search for a 
specific server; (d) inurl:e-mail filetype:mdb ;  (Search search files in email format. mdb); (e) inurl:intranet + intext:"phone 
number"; (This research seeks phones available in intranet found by Google ); (f) inurl:8080 -intext:8080 Encontrando VNC  - 
(Detecting systems using port 8080); (g) intitle:VNC inurl:5800 intitle:  - (VNC finding VNC ); (h) intitle:"VNC Viewer for 
Java"; (i) "Active Webcam Page" inurl:8080  -( Finding Webcam on); (j) intitle:"toshiba network camera - User Login"   -  
(Finding Webcam da Toshiba) e (l) "Apache/1.3.20 server at" - (Finding Apache 1.3.20:)

2.4 Possible flaws in web applications:

allinurl:".php?do="
allinurl:".php?content="
allinurl:".php?meio="
allinurl:".php?produto="
allinurl:".php?cat="; intitle: login;  return all pages with login in the page title, according to Carmona (2004, P. 71):

“Another of the intitle command that makes the joy of crackers: everyone who works with networks know that the 
Telnet service (TCP port 23), FTP side (TCP port 21) is one of the most insecure of the history of network services. In turn, 
Microsoft has a remote administration service, Terminal Server, which uses a lot of Telnet and is used to administer Windows 
2000 machines in areas of local networks, but also to manage remote hosts (on other networks, or connected directly to the 
Internet). A cracker looking for specific servers running Windows 2000 Server, you can do a Google search using the following 
parameter intitle: Terminal Server Connection Webs.”
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The amount of possibilities to test is vast, enabling interested panning what interests you most and provided this 
knowledge to run a data collection via the web, locating a huge range of information, which are personal, business both as a 
platform particular system or site was developed. However in the example of the above quote is very difficult to make an 
invasion via browser, but we know that is a vulnerability that can be exploited.

2.5 Social Engineering

Currently, much quoted when it comes to information security, the term social engineering became known in 1990, by 
Kevin Mitnick. This is used to practices carried out in order to obtain confidential or sensitive information of companies, 
people and information systems. Where the practitioner explores people's trust to cheat them.

You can also define social engineering as the art of manipulating people in order to bypass security devices or building 
methods and strategies to lure people using information transferred by them in order to gain their trust for information. (SILVA, 
2008).

Among the various meanings and interpretations given to the term "Social Engineering", cannot fail to mention that:

“Social engineering is the science that studies how knowledge of human behavior can be used to induce a person to act 
according to his wishes. It is not hypnosis or mind control, social engineering techniques are widely used by detectives (for 
information) and magistrates (to see if a deponent speaks the truth). It is also used to achieve all types of fraud, including 
invasion of electronic systems. (Konsultex 2004 apud PEIXOTO, 2006, p. 4)”.

When it comes to social engineering, then a question arises, what is the relationship between information security and 
social engineering, since the systems are full of IDS, Antivirus, Firewall and so on.? To respond is important to describe what 
Kevin Mitnick describes in your book "The Art of cheating”:

“A company may have purchased the best security technologies that money can buy, can have its staff trained so well 
that they lock all the secrets before going away and may have hired guards to the building on best security company that exists. 
Yet the company still vulnerable. Individuals can follow each of the best practices recommended by security experts, can install 
every recommended security product very well and watching proper system configuration and implementation of security 
patches. These individuals are still completely vulnerable. (MITNICK; SIMON, 2003, p 3).”

So it's not just technology that an institution must have to perform information security but also privacy and local 
officials, as the survey information of an institution can be easy if the person who has access to equipment and information not 
watch the confidentiality of these probably put all security at risk. 

In intrusion test social engineering should be implemented (depending on the case), since in everyday life no hacker 
or malicious person would take advantage of this feature for whatever common sense, and above all because it is a vulnerability 
found in the institution.

2.6  Domain information

When the intrusion test is done on a website or even a company that has a system on the web, which is extremely 
important to make a research on the DNS (Domain Name System - Domain Name System) as Giaviroto and Santos (2013), 
DNS is a database of information used in resolving names, translates IP addresses into domain names, and if this service is 
configured incorrectly, can provide critical information about a particular organization. The tools that will be used for this 
research are: NSLOOKUP, DNSENUM and FIERCE. To not extend much the item will be displayed just the photo of the 
implementation of a tool. The tool to be tested is the NSLOOKUP, user will be tested on a site own responsibility 
www.escolajoaquim.com.br. The command was executed in BackTrack:

root@bt:/pentest/enumeration/dns/dnsenum# 
./dnsenum.pl www.escolajoaquim.com.br

Below that with this simple command you can find out the address of the site that serves uses, and many other 
information that apparently does not matter much, however, joined the others, can be of great importance to data collection, and 
if there some vulnerability can now be discovered at this stage easily. 
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Figure 03 - Results of a consultation with the software DNSENUM. 

Source by: Grachet (2013).

Other programs used for this test were: DNSENUM and FIERCE both installed by default in BackTrack 5 R3 for 
Giaviroto and Santos (2013) , that is, " Another interesting and not less interesting than the dnsenum tool is dnsmap with it you 
can discover subdomains related to the target domain . The dnsmap comes with a wordlist built for research, but for this lab, we 
will create our own list."

 The test should be performed with both the tools for having a particularity, what a tool ignores the other does not. 
Therefore, it is interesting that the pentest is performed using the mean number of possible tools, each course uses the one that 
best fits the situation.

A very interesting feature in the existing DNSMAP tool is the possibility to create a list in which words are written as: 
FTP, MYSQL, panel, admin uploads and she will test these features.

A network administrator must be very careful when setting up a DNS server so there are no vulnerabilities as cash 
transfers from area to another server. To do so, when testing DNS, should look for vulnerabilities zone transfer. Although, it's 
kind of hard to let someone that gap, but it is not impossible.

2.7 Fingerprint

The fingerprint is another technique used in the recognition phase pentest as Giaviroto and Santos (2013) in that the 
attacker tries to find out information about the versions of operating systems (used) by capturing and banners, an attacker can 
determine the best alternative for successful intrusion. However, not only the operating systems have banners versions, but 
other services such as SSH, Telnet, Apache, etc. also feature SNMP.

A tool available in BackTrack V5 r3, and versions for Linux and Windows, as well as totally free documentation 
(available on the website http://nmap.org/), nmap creator Fyodor Lyon Gordon is a powerful tool among its features can 
describe the following: 

Specification of target;
Discovery of Hosts;
Scanning of ports;
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Detection Service;
Detection version;
Detection S.O.

Nmap is a tool for simple functionality, when we need to do an inventory and figure out what assets are being used in 
the network, soon the network administrator can enter a command and get various information from the network operating 
system, ports that are listening. In a simple with nmap, you can get interesting results, see below.

Figure 04 - Services for open ports with Nmap (Sites).

Source by: Grachet (2013).

See you in a simple query displays the server operating system (Windows), the doors of the service FTP and SSH, as 
well as the version of OpenSSH installed. Under a test done with another server available on the web, check that the server has 
an active service that should not telnet.

Figure 05 - Services for open ports with Nmap (Web Servers).

Source by: Grachet (2013)
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Another very interesting to fingerprint, available at backtrack tool is netifera which has a friendly and simple to use 
platform. To access the netifera, go to: Gathering information BackTrack Network Analysis Identify Live Hosts Netifera. See 
the example below of her execution.

Figure 06 - Scanning software with Netifera.

Source by: Grachet (2013).

Among the features of netifera, we can highlight the following: discover TCP services, UDP search service, zone 
transfers, Brute Force on FTP, DNS information, and more. As Giaviroto and Santos (2013) the Netifera, open source DNS 
Lookup allows searches and discoveries of TCP and UDP services tool. Being in a graphical environment is very simple to use.
Another tool is the fingerprint xprobe2 as Giaviroto and Santos (2013): The xprobe2 is an active tool fingerprint, but you need 
root privileges to run the tool, its use is very simple just by typing the following command:

# # pentest/scanners/xprobe2 ./xprobe2 ip_alvo;
I can make fingerprint on an open door:
# Xprobe2 - p tcp : 80 : ip_alvo open;

Thus, the higher the fingerprint information is lifted up have greater options for intrusion test as well as the more 
information the better editing tool will use.

2.7 Scanning networks

The scanning of networks is important because with it we discover how many computers are active and which ports 
are being used on the network. As Giaviroto and Santos (2013):

“There are three types of scanning: port, and network vulnerability. In port scanner, the active ports and services are 
checked, the vulnerability scanner is detected the weaknesses and vulnerabilities in the system and, finally, the network 
scanner are identified active hosts.”
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The (Internet Protocol), IP protocol has the characteristic of always looking for the best path to a particular network or 
host. The IP has as part of the ICMP (Internet Control Messages Protocol) and, according to the RFC792:

“ICMP messages are sent in several situations: for example, when a datagram can not reach its destination, when the 
gateway does not have the storage capacity to forward a datagram, and when the gateway can direct the host to send traffic to a 
shortest route.”

Tools like ping and traceroute use the ICMP protocol control to determine if a host is alive on the network and to map 
routers to a destination. Armed with this particularity, we can use a simple tool called fping BackTrack, which can easily detect 
all active hosts on the network, provided that they meet icmp.

# fping-c 1-g ip_alvo/24 2> / dev / null> / tmp / ips.txt

The fping tool is not the only contrary has several other such as when using the NMAP Ping scan (-sP), and own Ping 
command available on Linux and Windows and other operating systems.

2.8 TCP's Scanning 

If ICMP scans tell the amount of active hosts on the network, TCP inform us the number of open ports on a given 
computer. To find out if a door is open or closed, the program handles a feature of the TCP protocol, called Three Way 
Handshake, described in RFC 793, which as Giaviroto and Santos (2013 p. 64):

“The client sends a SYN (connection type, with initial number of numbering sequence of bytes in the client server x 
direction), the server acknowledges the connection request by sending a SYN segment with type acknowledge bit ACK (The 
same is connected with an initial number sequence numbering established in client server x direction. fate sends a type ACK 
segment acknowledging the SYN server (data exchange occurs resulting effectively in data transfer and connection 
termination that can be initiated either by the client or server. Accordingly, the source sends a FIN segment type and destination 
sends an acknowledgment ACK type, after a while the target sends FIN featuring signaling the end of the connection and finally 
the source sends another acknowledgment.”

Figure 7 shows as "Three Way Handshake functions”.

Figure  7 - TCP-handshake.

Source by: Commons Wikimedia (2013).

To perform the test, is simple, if the attacker sends a SYN and SYN ACK reply with targeted, means that it is available, 
and for this test hping3 tool, also available in Bactrack can be used, following the example of a command below testing port 80 
(www): # hping3 - syn-c 1-p 80 ip_alvo, for this type of test can also be done with NMAP software.
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2.8 Assembling a toolkit to Pentest

For an IT professional is critical that software has to perform activities that would take days or even plan could not, so 
below is a list of programs and their characteristics, however, for textbooks and other readers of this article should refer to 
website makes it available to the addendum that all of these tools have free version .

AutoScan: Performs scan the network and informs active hosts, open ports and services running on time. Use graphical 
interface.

Hping: we walked with a command line inspired by the ping Unix command interface, but it is not only able to send ICMP echo 
requests, but also supports TCP, UDP, ICMP and RAW - IP, has a trace route mode.

Lanmap: Searching across the network and capture packets, creating along your running an image file (PNG format.) With the 
network map, graphically informing the list of machines found.

Maltego: Scans of networks, protocols, services, domains and several other options, stating graphically the relationship enters 
active hosts.

Nessus: Uses specific to sweep a target, stating the vulnerabilities found and displays the link where you can find more 
information about specific vulnerability and its exploit plugins.

Nmap: A powerful tool that performs network scan, looking for active hosts, open ports and services running in real time.

Xprobe2: Analyzes banners of operating systems compared to your database, compare and informs the OS used and the 
version of it.
 Evident that the user can customize a version of software for pentest and it install programs that are more interactive, 
but in this article I describe these as were used in the same, however, that the BackTrack5 r3 operating system was conducted, 
and it has all these and many other tools installed.

2.9 Attacking the target

Part of the attack will be the moment when the professional contractor attempt to carry invasion or even another type 
of attack, obviously a contract previously signed and all the legal issue was agreed. If not, this type of activity configures a 
crime, according to the Law n. 12,737, of November 30, 2012.

After performing the entire process of information gathering, target knowledge and discovery of vulnerabilities, there 
then it's time to start exploring the flaws or vulnerabilities for the invasion. Evidently, in this case this factor is excluded that the 
attacker may have got the password of a given system on the Internet or intranet. In this case no longer need anything, so our 
case is further treat the situation where there is only information or vulnerabilities and attacks to invade.

When it comes to invasion privilege escalation or even attacks, there are a multitude of tools as well as various forms 
and methods to accomplish. However, in this case we will focus only on the use of Metasploit Framework tool existing in 
BackTrack 5 v3 and we focus on system penetration and denial of services. So is a few others without being cited, but the survey 
information serves as a principle for all attacks, it will be very improbable that any attacker will already widespread fire on 
something unknown.

The Metasploit is a tool used extensively by security researchers as Giaviroto and Santos (2013) at the time, the 
framework is in version 4 and is still one of the most popular options when it comes to gaining access to systems.

As Metasploit Giaviroto and Santos (2013 p. 127) uses Exploit which is a program code written in order to exploit 
vulnerabilities and Payload load which is applied to the target code system, it is possible through opening communication 
between the attacker and the target. Already Shellcode codes are written, aimed injecting code to exploit vulnerabilities in the 
target system, because the so-called buffer overflow.

For the completion of this work will be done a test with a virtual machine using Windows XP sp3, which will be 
exploited the vulnerability of it. Step by nmap to see himself who also works on the Metasploit frame a command was executed 
to test if the machine had Windows vulnerability. This same test and much more could be done with full nessus, nmap because 
the case was tested a vulnerability in particular.
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Figure 08 - Testing vulnerability in Windows XP with Metasploit software.

Source by: Grachet (2013).

See the nmap confirms both the vulnerability and exploit features three to run and try to invade. The command was 
executed in Metasploit:

use exploit/windows/smb/ms08_067_netapi
(Exploit exploiting the vulnerability.)
# set RHOST 192.168.0.120 - IP of the target machine.
# set PAYLOAD windows / meterpreter / reverse_tcp - This is the payload, but it could be another.
# set LHOST 192.168.0.163 - IP of the attacker machine.
# Exploit - Execution Exploit

And after this step as shown in the picture below was already connected to the target machine.
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Figure 09 - Screen Invasion performed with Metasploit software.

Source by: Grachet (2013).

This final part shows just how it's done in a fit case for intrusion test, of course, that in the case of pentest are tested all 
existing and that the machine which have been tested several vulnerabilities such as open ports possibilities. But for the sake of 
an article and be limited adhered only to the intrusion test.

The steps are methodical, first make a survey of target information (clearly much more extensive than the one shown), 
using the tools already mentioned, and then perform all the attacking options in the case of the most popular machine: intrusion, 
denial of service, session hijacking, and in the case of sites: get them out of the air, puncture and injection codes.

3. FINAL CONSIDERATION

According to the survey the pentest is a practice used to test the safety of a particular IT system, in order to find 
vulnerabilities and to break into the system, but does not cause the same problems as damage it.

Some information systems are set up by people with little ability to perform a quality job, anyway, are made available 
for use, usually from people who have no technical knowledge. Of course, that systems are configured to be used by technical 
professionals in other areas, so they have the knowledge to figure out if it is properly configured and secure. And working with 
outdated vulnerable software and is not vulnerable to invade or use means to harm the system , sometimes simply to cause 
damage and to get other information capture , owns a company or even a person.

The Pentest is done to find a vulnerability or gap in a system and find possible vulnerabilities both the invasion as 
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other types of attacks such as session hijacking, buffer overflow. Therefore, completion of the work is important, since the topic 
provides reflections on the prevention of simulations of the possibilities of conducting cybercrime.
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